As individuals, our contributions are many. Together, we’re keeping a shared promise.
The National MS Society is a collective of passionate individuals who want to do something about MS now—to move together toward a world free of this unpredictable disease. Multiple sclerosis destroys connection. Connection destroys MS.

Last year the Society embraced the Strategic Response: 2011–15, a bold and urgent five-year plan reflecting the hopes, concerns and expectations of people with MS. We are on the ground and running. Not only were significant strides made in 2012, we increased our focus on:

• better addressing the needs of everyone living with MS, including people severely impacted by the disease
• increasing the number of MS researchers and clinicians
• supporting more research than ever before, including seeking solutions regarding progressive MS.

2012 was a year of change and growth for the Southern California & Nevada Chapter. Through the extraordinary commitment of staff and Trustees, significant progress has been made by right-sizing the Chapter, stabilizing revenue streams, aggressively reducing expenses, and identifying mid- and long-term fundraising strategies to change the Chapter’s financial trajectory. This has enabled the Chapter to close of the fiscal year on September 30, 2012 with a $300,000 surplus. Most importantly, throughout 2012, we have maintained all of the high quality programs and services for which our Chapter is known.

“A Shared Promise” describes so many important things about the MS movement, about all of us individually and collectively -- our attitude, who we are and what we stand for, and what we’re really all about: doing what it takes to achieve a world free of MS. As individuals, our contributions are many. Together, we are keeping A Shared Promise.

Sincerely,
Susan Bradley
Chapter President

LOCALLY, THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA & NEVADA CHAPTER PROVIDES PROGRAMS AND SERVICES DESIGNED TO HELP THE 19,000 PEOPLE LIVING WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS AND THEIR FAMILIES IN OUR LOCAL COMMUNITIES.
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MS RESEARCH

We are a driving force of MS research & treatment to STOP disease progression, RESTORE function, and END MS forever.

The last year saw exciting research progress, with unprecedented opportunities on the horizon and more scientists than ever working on important questions. Several emerging therapies continued to advance through the pipeline, including several large-scale clinical trials focusing on progressive MS. Progress was also made toward the crucial goals of finding ways to restore function and improving quality of life, and toward addressing specific MS symptoms through exercise, meditation, rehabilitation and medications. And our understanding of factors that influence whether a person develops MS deepened this year, bringing us closer to finding ways to prevent the disease.

The National MS Society continues to propel research forward with a comprehensive research strategy. This year we provided nearly $40 million to support over 325 new and ongoing projects, including everything from discovery research to the Society's commercial drug development efforts through Fast Forward®.

New projects launched include clinical trials testing novel approaches to protecting the nervous system from MS damage; studies of adult stem cells and natural molecules that may stimulate repair of the nervous system to restore function; research on better treatments for symptoms; and studies on viruses and intestinal bacteria that may be involved in triggering immune attacks in people with MS, leading to clues to ending MS through prevention.

Here is just a small sample of many important, potentially high-impact research results that occurred this year aimed at the Society’s goals of stopping MS, restoring what’s been lost, and ending MS forever.

STOP: New therapies showing positive results — Several late-stage, phase III clinical trials in relapsing MS are making their way toward seeking marketing approval. These include oral teriflunomide, oral BG-12, and intravenous alemtuzumab.

RESTORE: Research in many types of stem cells continued to progress — Cleveland investigators launched a clinical trial testing the safety of transplanting a patient’s own mesenchymal stem cells (derived from bone marrow) to treat relapsing MS.

END: The International MS Genetics Consortium and collaborators identified 29 new genetic variants associated with MS, and confirmed 23 others previously associated with the disease, verifying a major role for the immune system in the development of MS. The study was funded by the Wellcome Trust, the National Institutes of Health, the National MS Society and many other organizations. The results are now to be confirmed and expanded in an independent, second large-scale set of cases with a research grant from the National MS Society.
LOCAL RESEARCH GRANTS

In 2012, over $9.5 million of National MS Society funded research took place at institutions in Southern California.

**Brentwood Biomedical Research Institute**

- Rashed Nagra Ph.D $1,268,602 Neurospecimen Bank

**Cedars-Sinai Medical Center**

- Nancy Sicotte, M.D. $506,341 Depression in MS
- Nancy Sicotte, M.D. $158,098 Estriol and Cognition

**UCLA**

- Anthony Campagnoni Ph.D $471,689 Myelin Repair
- Eric Cheng, M.D. $109,616 Cost-Sharing Impact
- Barbara Gissler, M.D. $560,819 Rehabilitation/Cognition
- Pablo Paez, Ph.D. $44,000 Cell Biology
- Pablo Paez, Ph.D. $471,291 Myelination
- Yossan-Var Tan Ph.D. $564,824 Controlling Immune Attacks
- Seema Tiwari-Woodruff, Ph.D. $164,559 Nervous System Repair
- Rhonda Voskuhl M.D. $3,693,807 Copaxone + Estriol
- Rhonda Voskuhl M.D $473,550 Brain Atrophy
- Rhonda Voskuhl M.D. $323,160 Estrogens and Neuroprotection
- James Waschek Ph.D. $556,864 Immunomodulatory Actions

**University of Southern California**

- William Stohl, M.D., Ph.D. $218,329 Stopping MS
PROGRAMS, SERVICES & ADVOCACY

We develop, deliver, and leverage resources to enhance care for people with MS and quality of life for all those affected by the disease. We are also activists. Here are some notable highlights:

- **17,300 subscribed to the Chapter’s MS Connection** magazine keeping people linked to the latest information on MS research, treatments, self-advocacy and strategies addressing quality of life issues for all affected by MS. Unique to this Chapter is **Conexion Hispana**, a bilingual Spanish newsletter published for **900 Latinos with MS** Chapterwide.

- **Chapter-sponsored in-person and teleconference classes helped 1,054** gain a better understanding about a myriad of topics from treating MS and its symptoms to employment and legal issues.

- **Our MS Information Resource Center helped 4,519 callers** navigate the challenges of life with MS, connecting them to information, literature and valuable resources in the community. In addition, Chapter staff provided more in-depth consultation and **tailored support to 1,400 individuals**.

- **The Chapter helped 1,049 patients find the medical care they needed** by partnering with leading centers for MS care; providing case management; funding medical interpretation services; offering referrals and financial assistance for physical, occupational and speech therapy sessions; and funding physician consultations for those with the greatest need.

- Accessing quality MS care can be difficult wherever you live. But MS-related health care resources fall short the further someone is from an urban center. This year, the Chapter **reached out to 2,000 individuals in our rural communities** across California and Nevada to identify gaps in care.

- **We offered a wide array of customized health & wellness programs and exercise classes** that encourage positive lifestyle choices, improve wellness and independence. These life-changing programs **helped 365 people optimize function, overcome challenges and feel more confident** in their ability to manage life with MS. A signature to the work of the Chapter is **Living Well with MS**, CogniFitness, Optimal Living with MS, and the newest addition **Free From Falls: A Comprehensive Fall Prevention Program for People with MS**.

- **Our emotional support programs & services helped over 650 people** cope with the emotional challenges MS can bring by connecting people to others through one-on-one peer support, 42 community-based groups, and professional counseling services.
• As MS progresses, the Chapter fosters quality of life across the continuum of the disease providing **MS-specific programming to 184 people in partnering skilled nursing facilities and Chapter-supported MS Adult Day Centers**, including The Marilyn Hilton MS Achievement Center at UCLA (MSAC) and the Eric Small Center for Optimal Living with MS at Rancho Los Amigos.

• We provided over **$270,000** in direct financial assistance to **500 people** addressing the greatest needs, including emergency rent, utilities, transportation, durable medical equipment, home modification, care management and more. In addition to its own commitments, the Chapter leveraged an additional **$25,661** in community resources and an additional **$3,637** from the Society’s Stepping Stones assistance program to support individuals and families and fill the gap when personal resources fall short.

• We focused on providing emotional support and respite to family members, fostered connection to kids with MS, provided **financial assistance, scholarships and hosted fun family-centered events for 634 people** in the Chapter.

• **MS Activists advocated for passage of state legislation curbing out of pocket costs for MS therapies** and other prescription drugs. They collected personal stories of community members and shared them during in-person meetings with key legislators coupled with data illustrating the ill effects of high out of pocket costs.

• **Secured an additional $3.8 million in MS research funding** through the Congressionally Directed Medical Research Programs, bringing our total through this funding source to more than **$20 million**, since MS was first listed as eligible for funding in Fiscal Year 2008.

• At the federal level, **secured nearly $2.5 million for the Lifespan Respite Care Program** that supports family caregivers and collaborated with disability organization partners to protect Medicaid/Medi-cal from proposed cuts and harmful structural changes.

• **Added members to the bipartisan Congressional MS Caucus**, bringing the total number to 130 U.S. Representatives and 26 U.S. Senators.
We develop & align business and financial resources to achieve breakthrough results. We will raise $215 million by the end of 2015 to be used to create a world free of MS. The Society’s donors and fundraisers gave generously to support Society programs and services, and research to find the cause and cure for MS.

- Rallied over 19,000 people with MS, their friends, family and supporters at 15 Walk MS sites in Southern California and Nevada and raised $2.5 million.

- Honored Jeff Robinov, President, Warner Bros. Pictures Group and MS ambassador and presented the Dorothy Corwin Spirit of Life Award to Melissa Sherak Glasser at the 38th annual Dinner of Champions in Los Angeles and raised $2.1 million.

- Together, the Bike MS Coastal Challenge in Ventura and Bike Vegas Challenge raised $1.3 million.

- Collaborated with Pacific South Coast Chapter to support 227 participants who walked 3 days and 50 miles from Carlsbad to San Diego in Challenge Walk MS and raised $330,000 for our Chapter.

- Inducted three exceptional Chapter volunteers into the National MS Society’s prestigious Hall of Fame class of 2012. Trustees Barry Engelman and his daughter Traci Engelman were honored for their fundraising prowess. Dr. Wendy Gilmore was recognized for his efforts as a volunteer scientific researcher.

- Challenged Golden Circle donors to raise $500,000 between October 1 and December 31, 2011 to ensure a $500,000 match from the Kenrose Kitchen Table Foundation, the Steve and Caroline Kaufer Family, and the Tuffli Family Foundation. Golden Circle donors contributed over $700,000 toward this Year End Challenge.

- Raised over $3.2 million in traditional giving campaigns, including Golden Circle major gifts, planned giving and foundation support.
2012 FINANCIALS


Total Revenue (Less Direct Benefit to Donor) $9,504,199
Total Expenses $9,018,600

NET $485,599

WHERE THE MONEY COMES FROM

- Walk MS & Challenge Walk MS 36%
- Dinner of Champions 28%
- Bike MS 16%
- Other Events 1%
- Traditional Fundraising 13%
- Planned Giving/Bequests 2%
- Direct Mail/Received at National 1%
- Non-Campaign Income 3%

WHERE THE MONEY GOES

- Local Programs & Services 45%
- National Research & Programs 32%
- Fundraising 19%
- Management & General 4%
BOARD OF TRUSTEES*

BOARD CHAIR
Dina Tecimer

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Don Fracchia
Robert E. Harper
Julie Kaufer, Esq.
David Perren
Arthur E. Schramm, Jr.
Tom Sherak
Madeleine Sherak, Ph.D.
Timur Tecimer

TRUSTEES
Byron Allen
Rhona Bader
John V. Bock, Jr.
Richard Corgel
Bruce C. Corwin
Barry Engelman
Brian D. Fox
Dr. Barbara Giesser
Wendy Gilmore, Ph.D.
Kevin Goetz
David M. Goldstein
Bruce Hecker
Joyce Henderson Jeffries
Lisa Karpe
Ray Karpe
Phil Keoghan
Annis Kishner
Jason Len
Simpson C. Leonard, Jr.
Paul M. Mahoney, Esq.
Robert Mancini
Stanley E. Maron
Larry McEwen
Roland Mesa
Chris Miles
Chris Ojakian
Scott Perren
Kim Phillips
James D. Power IV
Sheri Safan
Britta Schramm
Sue Schroeder
Fern Seizer
Eric L. Small
Henry L. Taylor, Jr.
Bill Todman, Jr.
René Webb
Chet Widom
Stacy Wilder
Larry Winter

HONORARY TRUSTEES
Amy Alcott
Walter F. Bauer, Ph.D.
Edith Furst
Steve Garvey
Yale Gieszl
David E. Gooding
Edith Grady
Harland N. Green, Esq.
John Hall
Alan H. Lederman
Fred Lukas
Sue Meltzer
Lawrence Pressman
Hon. Richard J. Riordan
Loren E. Sanchez, Ed.D.

David Serrano Sewell
Dennis H. Vaughn, Esq.
Congressman Henry A. Waxman & Janet Waxman
Charles C. Wolf, Esq.

SENIOR LEADERSHIP TEAM
Susan Bradley, Chapter President
Marni Deckter, Vice President, Marketing & Communications
Kate McIntosh, Vice President of Development, Traditional Giving
Denise Nowack, Executive Vice President, Programs, Services & Advocacy
Jay Schoenau, Vice President, Finance & Administration
Pamela Thompson, Vice President of Development, Special Events

* as of September 30, 2012
GOLDEN CIRCLE

Golden Circle is committed to the cause, care, and cure for MS, recognizing annual gifts of $1,000 or more. Created in 1993 as the chapter's elite annual gift campaign, Golden Circle has benefited from millions of dollars contributed by individuals, foundations and corporations which accelerate the development of more effective MS treatments, search for the cause and cure of the disease, and expand the chapter’s local programming for people with MS.

CIRCLE OF DISTINCTION ($1 million+)

ANGEL ($500,000-$999,999)

BENEFACTOR ($250,000-$499,999)
Stephen & Caroline Kaufer Family
Kenrose Kitchen Table Foundation
Joan & J. David Power, III

PATRON ($50,000-$249,999)
The Tuffli Family Foundation

SPONSOR ($10,000-$49,999)
Anonymous (2) • Jennifer Berkley & Alan Jones, In Honor of Dr. Nancy Sicotte • John A. Duran, John Amado Duran & Austin Ryan Fuentes • Elerding Family Foundation • Flora L. Thornton Foundation • Deanne & Joel P. Fried • The Rhoda Goetz Foundation, Inc., Kevin Goetz • Shirley & Burt Harris Family Foundation • Philip Hohnstein Family Foundation • Julie Kaufer & Frank Reddick • Pamela & Stanley E. Marion • Eugenia Riordan Mulé • MS Charity Bridge Tournament • Delia & Martha Pazos • Jerome & Faith Pearlman Foundation, Faith Pearlman • Phi Alpha Kappa Sorority • Karen Ritchie • Susan & Carl Robertson • Conrad Schum Charitable Trust, Joan & Arnold Seidel • Dina Tecimer & Masood Sohaili • Janice & Timur Tecimer • The Susanne & Gary Tobey Family Foundation • The Warren/Soden/Hopkins Family Foundation, Anna Marie & Bob Warren • Stephen B. Yoken • Ella Zarky

FRIEND ($5,000-$9,999)
Anonymous (3) • Claudia Barski & Peter Carian • Elaine & John V. Bock, Jr. • The Corgel Family • Samuel DeLuca • Dream Cruise Car Show, Teri & Lucy Beardsley • Julie & Barry Engelman • Debbie Goldman & Bob Harper • Melanie Grisanti & Gordon McLeod • Charlotte & Dr. S. Lawrence Jacobs • Tatiana & Todd James • Jaquish & Kenninger Foundation • Marcia & Al Kaufer Foundation, Marcia Kaufer • Dr. Teri Lissy • Jacqueline & Paul Mahoney • Ronald L. Olson Foundation, Joan & Ronald Olson • Fern & Bob Seizer • The Skynyrd Foundation • Louise Laraway Teal Foundation • Linda & Dennis Vaughn • Anne & Larry Wayne • Gail & Chris Williamson • Barbara Wilson & John Phillips • Anne Woodyard

LEADER ($2,500-$4,999)
Anonymous (2) • Emily & K. Zachary Abbott • Joanne Beckwith • Vicki & Robert Bond • Barbara & Morton Bowman • Kappy Bristol & James D. Bristol • Pearl & Melvin Brooks • Buchanan MS Bowl • Lynn & Bradley Califf • Stacie & Philip D. D’Amour • Sandra & Bernard Fischbach • Anita De Frantz • Donna Garber • Elvie & Yale Gieszl • Sam & Rena Given Foundation, Cristine & David Card • Ann & David Gooding • Sherri & Gary Haber • Dr. Alex Krammer • Don C. & Diane S. Lake Family • Sharon & Hal Lampert • Michael J. Lichner • Cynthia & Michael Malone • Geneva McCaron • Christine & Richard Newman • Julie & James D. Power, IV • Ric Robertson • Janice & Stephen Sacks • Nancy & Mark Samuels • Irene V. Steinman • Evelyn & Jeffrey Tolin • Happy Walters • Verona E. Weeks • Diana & Chester Widom • Howard Yamada • Annette & Gil Yanuck • Whitney Young Children's Foundation • Gary Youngberg
MEMBER ($1,000-$2,499)

Anonymous (5) • Jeanette & Charles Aeschbacher • Agarwal Family Foundation, Avadhesh Agarwal • Randi Burke-Aguiar & James Aguiar • Fotini & Steve Alfieris • Maurice Amado Foundation • Mindy Amster Beechen • Robert Arnold • Jeff Bader • Terry Bass • Lewis Black • Nicholas Bruyer • Julia & James Burrows • Debbie & James Burrows • Barbara & Dr. George M. Byrne • Eileen T. & Gary O. Caris • Sherie & Stephen Carroll • Laurel & Aaron Clark • Heather Coombs • Toni & Bruce Corwin • Colonel John S. Costello • Edward Court • Karen & Ryan Craig • Kate Crane • Benjamin A. Dent • Janet Dirks • Shelly & Joe Drnek • Gary East • Betty Filippin • Joseph Fischer • Gloria & Stanley Fishfader • Eileen & Don Fracchia • Brian Fuis • Margaret L. Gage • Donna & James Gallagher • Frank Garritano • Margie Gladen • Cynthia Glazar & Mark Cendrowski • Judy & David Goldstein • William Hammond • Eleanor & Jack Harter • Arlene & Richard Havel • Beatrice & Michael Hencel • Jeffrey Hess • Betty Hoover • Hospice Care of California • Linda & Roger Howard • Susan M. Howard • Denise & Paul Huether The G & E Jennings Foundation • Charlotte & Stanley Kandel • Karen & Donald Karl • K.L. Keltner • Roberta Kikart • Russell Knelpp • Kimberly & Michael Kotrla • Kay & John Krattli • Pauline & Samuel Li • Celia Light • Lynch Family Charitable Fund • Peter Maller • Betsy & Bob Manger • Benjamin Matthews • Amy & Michael Mayfield • Tzviah Mayman • Dr. Cynthia McGranahan & Lyle Dawn • Sue & Ed Meltzer • Irene Mendon • Kevin Michel • David Milam • Sheryl Miller & Dr. Robert Schilling • Deborah Mlynarski • Dave Mustain • Helena & Judge Richard Neidorf • Claudette Nevins & Benjamin Pick • Barbara A. & Paul T. Norton • Oarsmen Foundation, Dee & George Schuler • Janet Offel & Michael Nebenzahl • Pam Offsay • Oremor Management & Investment Co. • Nancy & Jason Patterson • Gail & Haim Pekelis • Sean Perrin • Jeff Peterson • Kimberly Phillips & Ross Skinner • Jacqueline Piatigorsky • Joseph Pretlow • Allane & Jeffrey Quirk • Karen Randall & Henry Hines • Fred R. Salisbury • Kay & Dr. Loren Sanchez • Eduard Sarkisov • Jane & Charles Schneider • Susan Schroeder • Priscilla & Harold Schroeder • Nancy & Norman Sloan • Brian Sharp • Deborah Shaw • Judy & David Shore • Robert Siegel • Judith & Eugene Siegel • Susi Silverman • Strawn Rosenthal • Jessie Anne Tait • Theta Chi Epsilon Sorority • Theta Chi Epsilon, Lambda Chapter • Gail Thomason • Jayne & Kelly Tien • Cynthia Torres & Michael Gisser • Charlotte Turhollow • James S. Tyre • Lorna & Dr. Shelby Wagner • Waterman Family Foundation, Seymour Waterman • Terry Weeks • Melissa & Robert Weiler • Susan K. & William M. Weintraub • Andy Wexler • Joyce White • Mary & Richard Whiting • Wilbur C. Grosse Trust, Maria Elena Muñoz • Susan H. & Philip T. Winik • Martha & Charles Wolf • Dr. Myles J. Zakheim

*S Golden Circle donors are listed by calendar year 2012 (vs. fiscal year listing for the Chapter’s other campaigns.)
THANK YOU TO OUR FOUNDATION & CORPORATE PARTNERS

$1,245,000 over four years from the **Conrad N. Hilton Foundation** for MS research

$15,000 from the **John and Maria Laffin Trust** for the NOW research campaign

$65,000 from **The Green Foundation** for the Improving Access to MS—Related Care Initiative

$10,000 from the **San Manuel Band of Mission Indians** for the Better Living program in Riverside and San Bernardino counties

$62,000 from the **Friends of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society** for the general operating support of the Northern Nevada Regional office

$35,000 from the **Hurlbut-Johnson Fund of the Silicon Valley Community Foundation** for The Marilyn Hilton MS Achievement Center at UCLA

$7,500 from the **Conrad N. Hilton Foundation** for The Marilyn Hilton MS Achievement Center at UCLA

$10,000 from the **Max Factor Family Foundation** for the Educational Scholarship Program for Individuals Affected by MS

$6,000 from the **Medtronic Foundation** for the Better Living Program in Santa Barbara and Ventura counties

$25,000 from **The Wood-Claeyssens Foundation** for the Better Living program in the South Santa Barbara and Ventura counties

$5,000 from the **Fertitta Foundation** for the Better Living program in Las Vegas

$25,000 from the **Smidt Family Foundation** for local programs and services in the Channel Islands region

$5,000 from the **Carl W. Johnson Foundation** for Teen MS Camp

$21,961 from the **Change A Life Foundation** for the special needs of individuals with MS

$5,000 from the **Kenneth T. & Eileen L. Norris Foundation** for Free From Falls

$20,000 from the **AEGON/Transamerica Foundation** for the MS Achievement Center at UCLA/Eric Small Centers for Optimal Living with MS

$4,522 from the **Williams-Corbett Foundation** for Free From Falls in Santa Barbara county
$4,000 from the **Lockheed Martin AERO Club** for the Relationships Matters program

$2,600 from the **Freeman E. Fairfield Foundation** for HOPE at Hillcrest/Hillcrest Care Center in Los Angeles

$2,500 from the **Towbes Foundation** for general operating support in the Channel Islands region

$1,250 from the **Allergan Foundation** for the Optimal Wellness Programs in Santa Barbara county

$2,500 from **Chevron N.A.** for the MS Service Day Project in Kern county

$1,500 from the **Avery Dennison Foundation** for the Educational Scholarship Program for Individuals Affected by MS

$1,500 from **Granite Construction/Bakersfield** for MS Service Day in Kern county

$1,000 from the **Carl E. Wynn Foundation** for the Centers for Optimal Living with MS program initiative

---

**MISSION POSSIBLE**

Mission Possible Club members show commitment to the Society’s mission through extraordinary fundraising prowess. Each individual has raised **$10,000** or more through Walk MS, Bike MS or Challenge Walk MS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terri-Rae Elmer</td>
<td>$145,235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Bock</td>
<td>$20,090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Goldman</td>
<td>$11,772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Weise</td>
<td>$54,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Berenson</td>
<td>$17,524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Eagan</td>
<td>$11,085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Allen</td>
<td>$41,563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Johnson</td>
<td>$16,935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Grey</td>
<td>$11,025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry Engelman</td>
<td>$36,547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rene Webb</td>
<td>$16,035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ella Zarky</td>
<td>$10,855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Perren</td>
<td>$29,209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dina Tecimer</td>
<td>$15,915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella Resnick</td>
<td>$10,815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traci Engelman</td>
<td>$27,953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Wilder</td>
<td>$15,740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanne Woodard</td>
<td>$10,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Trojan</td>
<td>$27,925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Woof</td>
<td>$15,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Adler</td>
<td>$10,279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Speckmeyer</td>
<td>$21,635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherry Prieto</td>
<td>$13,877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori Wilson</td>
<td>$10,076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Len</td>
<td>21,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Alfieris</td>
<td>$13,505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael &amp; Gail Gerber</td>
<td>$12,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Winter</td>
<td>$21,145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MS Service Day volunteers**

Mission Possible Club members show commitment to the Society’s mission through extraordinary fundraising prowess. Each individual has raised **$10,000** or more through Walk MS, Bike MS or Challenge Walk MS.
MAJOR SPECIAL EVENT DONORS

The following donors and corporate sponsors contributed generously to the Dinner of Champions, Walk MS, Bike MS and other special events in 2012.

$50,000+
Anonymous • Caesars Foundation • Deluxe Laboratories • GK Films • Legendary Pictures • Regal Foundation • Sam’s Club • Village Roadshow Pictures (U.S.A.), Inc. • Variety • Warner Bros Inc. • Wells Fargo

$10,000 - $49,999
1492 Pictures • 20th Century Fox • Acorda Therapeutics, Inc. • AEG • Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld, LLP • Alston & Bird • AMC Entertainment • The Ant Farm • AV Squad Inc. • Biogen Idec • Bravo Design • Bruce’s Gourmet Catering • Brutoco Engineering & Construction, Inc. • Cast & Crew Entertainment Services • CBS Films • Cinemark • CF Entertainment, Inc. • Charles V. Roven Family Foundation • Cinemight Digital Cinema Corp • Coca Cola Co. • Cold Open, Inc. • Conundrum Entertainment • Creative Artists Agency • The CRP Group • The Carole & Robert Daly Charitable Foundation • Dreamworks • Electric Entertainment • EMD Serono • Fandango • First American Title Insurance Company • Fotokem • The Gas Company • Gracie Films • Guzzo Cinemas • Halloween Adventure • Ms. Alison Harris • The Hollywood Reporter • IAC • Imagine Entertainment • IMAX Corporation • In Sync Advertising • IPSOS OTX The Motion Picture Group • Katten Muchin Rosenman Foundation, Inc. • Keel Foundation • LAGraphico • LeClair Ryan • Lightstorm Entertainment • Lionsgate • Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, LLP • Marketcast, Inc. • MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, Inc. • Mob Scene • mOcean • Ms. Peggy Stefanopoulos • Northrop Grumman • Mr. Ronald L. Olson • Open Road Entertainment LLC • Paramount Pictures, A Viacom Company • Pharmavite • Polymorphic Pictures Inc. • Prime Focus North America, Inc. • Questcor Pharmaceuticals Inc. • Rave Cinemas Corp • Revolution Studios • Nicole & Jeff Robinov • The Saban Charitable Support Fund • Adam Sandler • Screen Engine • Terry & Jane Semel Chaitable Foundation • Skydance Productions • Sony Pictures Entertainment • The Thomas Spiegel Family Foundation • SR Charitable Fund • SSI-Advanced Post Services • The Stamoules Produce Company • Stereo D • Syufy Enterprises • Technicolor • Mr. Bill Todman Jr. • Toy Box Entertainment • Trailer Park Inc. • Transamerica Life Insurance Co • United Talent Agency, Inc. • Universal Studios, Inc. • The Walt Disney Company • The Weinstein Company • WME Entertainment • Works Advertising
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